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Chapter 1 : Disney Learning Adventures: Winnie the Pooh - Wonderful Word Adventure DVD Review
Winnie the Pooh: Shapes and Sizes is a delightful little story that teaches young children the basics of geometry (along
with inadvertent moral lessons). Adults will be charmed by the likeability of the characters.

Just as they do in the DVD market on the whole, Disney leads the pack in these preschool products with
several successful lines. While "Baby Einstein" takes a notably high-brow approach, "Disney Learning
Adventures" are more conventional and pedestrian in design. The latter boasts a fusion of entertainment and
education that allows children to learn from accessible character that they know and love. Those were
followed up with two outings with Mickey and the gang in March While the latter borrowed from pre-existing
Mouse material, the Pooh stories were newly created and animated specifically for the DVD. That originality
was called upon again when two more Pooh adventures were scheduled to be released under the "Disney
Learning Adventures" banner in the fall of That never happened, though, and while entirely different Pooh
releases emerged and the "Baby Einstein" machine continued to churn, the DLA discs floated along in the land
of delays. Finally, a year later, Winnie the Pooh: The Hundred Acres Wood posse embarks on a quest to
understand opposites and Owl has pieced together a number of contests to make their learning a little more
fun. Of course, Pooh fans will delight in the creation of a brand new story within A. Both are rather pleasing in
color and quality. Audio comes by way of a Dolby Digital 5. The channels are surprisingly well-mixed. In it,
viewers must help Tigger clear his path on the way to a party by guiding him with opposites "make a full cart
empty", etc. The disc opens with previews for The Little Mermaid: Platinum Edition, Little Einsteins:
Enchanted Tales - A Kingdom of Kindness. From the main menu, one can access additional previews for Meet
the Robinsons, The Fox and the Hound: Once that ends, viewers are left with a sparsely animated screen that
features Pooh who eerily sits still save for his blinking eyes beside a lake, over which bees hover and birds fly.
Some happy-go-lucky Mario-like music plays in the background. Inside the white keepcase is a standard
chapter index insert with Disney ads on the back and a subscription offer for the toddler-targeted "Disney and
Me" magazine. Parents may want to consider waiting for a good sale or reduced list price while seeking out
alternatives of better value in the meantime.
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Chapter 2 : Winnie the Pooh Toddler | Disney Wiki | FANDOM powered by Wikia
Disney Learning Adventures: Winnie the Pooh Shapes and Sizes is Direct-to-video special It was released on August 1,
Description With Harvest Day just around the corner, Rabbit needs Pooh's help to find boxes, baskets, and crates of all
shapes and sizes in order to organize his garden goodies.

Wonderful Word Adventure and the subject of this review, Winnie the Pooh: Two additional Pooh discs are
expected in the line some time in the future. Rabbit has a dilemma! He needs to acquire containers and baskets
in several different shapes to hold his produce when harvest comes around. The task is overwhelming for
Rabbit to handle so he enlists Winnie the Pooh for help. Now, if you recall, our favorite bear is one of Very
Little Brain, so he is going to need someone to teach him about sizes and triangles, squares, circles, and
rectangles before he can give Rabbit assistance. This cute tale chronicles Pooh and his discoveries until the
harvest is complete. The most impressive thing about this story from the Hundred Acre Wood is not merely
the geometry lesson. Disney storytellers took the opportunity to teach more important principles. Along the
way, Pooh learns lessons about responsibility the hard way. Also, Tigger and Piglet demonstrate selfless
friendship. The charm of The Many Adventures of Winnie the Pooh can be felt here, even if you already
happen to know your shapes and sizes. The picture looks fantastic and the animation is consistent with the
original Pooh shorts. The Dolby Digital 5. The objective is to finish the partially completed puzzle that
pictures a character from the world of make-believe. If you err, you must start over. Upon completion, the
character is animated for about three seconds. Platinum Edition, Little Einsteins: Enchanted Tales - A
Kingdom of Kindness. From the menu, one can access these and additional previews for Meet the Robinsons,
The Fox and the Hound: Pooh marches across the screen, back and forth, followed by Tigger. Shapes and
Sizes is a delightful little story that teaches young children the basics of geometry along with inadvertent
moral lessons. Adults will be charmed by the likeability of the characters. A learned crowd will find this
cartoon provides light-hearted entertainment and escapism from the reality of daily life.
Chapter 3 : Winnie the Pooh Hand Pies Are the Perfect Treat | Disney Family
Disney Learning Adventures: Winnie the Pooh: Shapes and Sizes/Wonderful Word Adventure Movies Preview Disney
Learning Adventures: Winnie the Pooh: Shapes and.

Chapter 4 : Winnie the Pooh Ufufy Sandwiches | Disney Family
Letters with Pooh App - Children learn the Alphabet with Winnie the Pooh (iPad/iPhone) - Duration: TOP BEST APPS
FOR KIDS , views.

Chapter 5 : Winnie the Pooh & Pals | Disney
The lowest-priced brand-new, unused, unopened, undamaged item in its original packaging (where packaging is
applicable). Packaging should be the same as what is found in a retail store, unless the item is handmade or was
packaged by the manufacturer in non-retail packaging, such as an unprinted box or plastic bag.

Chapter 6 : Disney Learning Adventures: Winnie The Pooh Shapes And Sizes (DVD, ) | eBay
VTech Disney Winnie The Pooh Sort Learn Cart - Shapes Numbers Colors Objects See more like this Winnie The Pooh
Pooh's Colors and Shapes Learning Cards New Free Shipping Brand New.

Chapter 7 : DISNEY WINNIE THE Pooh Colors Shapes Flash Cards - 36 Early Learning Skill Cards - $ | Pi
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WINNIE THE POOH: SHAPES AND SIZES is a lively story that uses colorful, kid-friendly objects including kites and
pumpkins to teach children what triangles, circles, and other shapes look like (and even how to draw them).

Chapter 8 : WINNIE THE POOH Wooden Shape Sorting Cube from Melissa & Doug | Disney Baby
Disney Learning Adventures Shapes And Sizes And Wonderful Word Adventure Trailer Disney Learning Adventures
Good Day, Opening to Winnie the Pooh DVD - Duration.

Chapter 9 : Winnie the Pooh: Shapes & Sizes (Video ) - IMDb
Winnie the Pooh Learning cards by Disney featuring Winnie the Pooh and his friends. Four sets of Flash Cards are
Numbers & Counting, Colors and Shapes, First Words, and Matching Game. 4 sets of 36 cards each.
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